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A close resemblance of quark structures of the strange hy
peron /1.~ (u,d,s) and charged baryon /1.~(u,d,c) has been a natu
ral reason to suggest the existence of a charm analog of hy
pernuclei (the so-called "supernuclei" 111 ). The supernuclei 
become the subject of intense activities of theorists 12 - 101 , 

who have started with extending the one-boson-exchange model 
from SU(3) to SU(4) symmetry to compare /1.5 -N and Ac:N interac
tions in nuclei. These interactions are expected to be similar 
in the framework of such universality assumption. This leads 
to a conclusion that binding energies /1.~ in nuclei (B11.) 

C 
could be substantially higher than the corresponding values 
of B11. just by virtue of the heavy mass effect 181 .However, 
more d~tailed theoretical treatment has shown that the men
tioned universality assumption does no! !!J>pear to be reasonab
le due to a different contribution of K(K*)-exchange and its 
charmed analog exchange via D(D)°t)-mesons which heavy masses 
make their contribution very short-ranged and therefore much 
less important (at least for light nuclei). On the other hand, 
the Coulomb interaction of charged /1.~ in nuclei should not ~e 
neglected when comparing with neutral /1.~. It has been pointed 
out 151 that this factor makes the binding energy unsaturated 
with increasing nuclei mass numbers (in contrast with B11. ): 

s 
the corresponding values of B11. are expected to reach a maxi

c 
mum at A~ 40 and to decrease afterwards. 

Taking into account these main factors, which seem to be 
somehow balanced, most theorists have come to the conclusion 
that the binding energies of /1. ~ and /1. +c particles in nuclei do 
not differ greatly (at least for A~ 40). 

It is reasonably expected that the nuclear environment does 
not affect substantially the decay properties of the bound 
/\.~-baryon due to its multiparticle decays with rather large 
energy release. 

Therefore the lifetime of charmed nuclei is predicted to be 
almost the same as that of the free /\.~-particle (-rc~2•10- 13s) 
what is about three orders of magnitude less than the lifetime 
of hypernuclei and it poses a great problem for the observa
tion of charmed nuclei decays due to their very short ranges. 

Another challenge to experimentalists is a very low proba
bility of Ac -nuclei formation. 
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The charmed baryon production itself (at least in unflavou
red beams) is a rare process. Moreover, massive .l\c-particles 
produced on quasi-free nucleons in nuclei, have rather large 
energies due to substantial momentum transfer. Thus, several 
elastic and/or inelastic interactions are needed to slow down 
a . .l\~-baryon in the nucleus to a low enough energy for being 
captured in one of its fragments. 

It is reasona_£le to hope that cascade processes with ini:
tially produced D-mesons will also contribute substantially 
to Ac -formation. 

Tremendous cascade calculations (using poorly known ampli
tudes of binary reactions) are necessary to evaluate a relati
ve Ac -yield (W). Only crude estimations could be possible at 
the present time, and physicists ought to be ready to face 
with the value of ~ P being as small as 10 · 8 

( or even less) 
per one pA-interaction at energies of a few hundreds GeV. 

Such exotic phenomena as .l\~-interactions with fluctons in 
nuclei could probably increase this value up to WP~ 10· 5 

(from optimistic estimations 1101 ). 

These problems (very short Ac -decay ranges and low proba
bility of their formation) make extremely difficult the search 
for charmed nuclei. That is why the only purposeful search for 
A~ s has been undertaken 111 • 121 during the 15-year period of 
charmed particle investigations with thousands of detected 
events. One could remember that the discovery of hypernuclei 
had taken about 5 years after first .l\s-detections. 

An emulsion was exposed to a 250 GeV proton beam and 
3 events were distinguished having some features of charmed 
nuclei, but other important expected peculiarities were not 
observed in these events. The upper limit for Ac -yield esti
mated by the authors ( (WP ~ ~ • 10 · 6

) appears to be far from 
the expected value of W P l ~ 10 · 8

) • 

Thus, the Ac-search in "usual" approaches (when Ac-nuclei 
are expected to be formed in the target-nucleus rapi
dity region or even in midrapidities 1101 ) seems to be beyond 
the recent experimental possibilities*. 

The situation appears to be quite different if relativistic 
charmed nuclei are planned to be produced and searched for as 
fragments of projectile nuclei in AP Ar-collisions with AP>AT, 

i<This also concerns the supposed experiments 1 1 0 ' 13 ' 14 1 in colliding 
e +e --beams under conditions (extra high luminosity and collimation) which 
will hardly be available in the near future. 
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in particular, a! the SPS (CERN) and at the future RHIC(BNL). 
In this case .l\~(D)-particle, produced in one of many NN-inte
ractions within the overlapped nuclei zone, could be slowed 
down in a high density region* and captured by one of projec
tile spectator fragments forming the charmed nucleus with re
lativistic velocity which is close to that of AP -nucleus. 

Main advantages of the proposed approach are the following: 
a) greater .I\~ (D)-yields due to many nucleons of AT effective
ly involved in an interaction within the overlapped region of 
colliding nuclei; 

b) more frequent secondary interactions (due to a high den
sity of the overlapped and compressed zone) and a more effec
tive slowing down of produced .l\+c (D)-particles; 

c) longer decay ranges of Ac-nuclei formed in projectile 
spectator fragments (<r> ~ 10 1mm for 170 A GeV) what makes it 
possible: 

- to use rather thick targets (some mm), 
- to employ coordinate/charge detectors (e.g., thin Si-

strips) including them in a trigger, 
- to detect Ac -decays inside a vacuum cavity in order 

to eliminate the background from interactions in the decay 
volume. 

Additional favourable peculiarities of the proposed approach 
will be of great importance in the future experiments: 

- emission angles of relativistic Ac-nuclei and their decay 
products are very narrow (0 < 30 m rad) what makes possible 
using spectrometers with small apertures, 

- velocities of detected A~-nuclei are near the same what 
allows to obtain the lifetime by measuring their ranges (after 
vertex reconstruction of their decays), 

- decay products of Ac -nuclei having close velocities** 
could be distinguished by their masses, as their rigidities 
(being proportional to value of m) could be measured using mag
netic spectrometers. 

Facilities i~ such an experiment (see the figure) 
could be similar to those as in our relativistic hy
pernuclei studies 115 ' 161 , but with much smaller transverse di
mensions and with replacing the most of MWPC coordinate detec
tors by Si microstrips. Three sets of coordinate detectors 
are supposed to be used: 

- C
1

.
3 

for tracking projectile nuclei ~nteracting in the 
target T, 

*A con~iderable stopping with rather high density in the overlapped zone 
has been observed in AA-collisions eve~at C~ energies (see, e.g., 

1201 
). 

i<>~At least heavier decay products ( L- , p, K-). 
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Fig. A preliminary layout (not in the scale) of the proposed experiment to 
search for charmed nuclei in ultrarelativistic ~ beams (with a possible 
detection of the decay cNa ➔,r •K - p He He He Be in the vacuum cavity V ,for 
example): C 1 _ 3 - coordinate detectors for tracking the projectile nuclei 
(e.g. 131 Xe), interacting in target T (e.g., Fe); S1 _ 3 and S4 _

6 
are two sets of charge and coordinate detectors (Si-microstrips); C 4 _ 7 , 
coordinate detectors (Si-strips) for tracking of decay products upstream 
the analyzing magnet Mand for vertex reconstruction; C8 _ 10, coordinate 
<!_etectors for tracking decay products and for measuring of rigidities; 
Cr, sectioned charge detectors for decay products. 

- C4 _ 7 for tracking products of Ac-decays upstream the ana
lysing magnet Mand for reconstructions of their vertices. 

· - C8 _ 1 0 for · tracking products of Ac -decays and for measu
ring their rigidities in magnet M. 

The projectile nucleus AP going through C1 _ 3 could inte
ract in the target T (a few mm thick) with a possible forma
tion of Ac-fragment and its decays in the vacuum cavity V (with 
two sets of Si sectioned charge detectors S1 _ 3 and S4 _ 6 inside 
it). 

The Ac -decay could be detected for a subsequent off- line 
analysis using at least three levels of triggering with follo
wing logic: 

- an increase of multiplicities (due to Ac -decay inside V) 
detected by S1 _ 3 and S4 _ 6 ,* 

-- a decrease of the Ac -nucleus charge (as a result of its 
decay and fragmentation within V) detected with dE/dx charge 
detectors S1 _ 3 and S4 _ 6 by amplitudes being proportional to Z2 , 

*The Si-microstrips successfully used for multiplicity measurements in 
~Ar studies (see, e.g., 1171

) might appear to be not so effective in such 
triggering for very large AT(Ap)-
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- reconstruction of a vertex inside the vacuum cavity V 
using coordinate detectors C4 _ 7 and fast processors. 

A rather sophisticated algorithm ofAc-event selection should. 
be developed with these triggerings in order to use high inten
sity beams of nuclei spread in diameter of 5-20 mm. The main 
background loading of the first levels of trigger from AP-in
teractions in S 3 would be substantially diminished by cutting 
high amplitudes in charge detector S 3 , which are due to Si-nuc
leus fragmentation -in AP Si-collisions. 

The only known process, which could contribute as a physi
cal background, is the production of hypernuclei and their de
cays inside V. The As-production is expected to be by ~5 or
ders more frequent than that of Ac, what results in ~100 times 
more As -decays inside V (taking into account 'c /-rs~ 10- 3

). 

This background could be mostly eliminated* by triggering from 
Ac-decays (more than soi) with decay product emission angles 
(0) greater than those from hypernuclear decay processes 
(0 max "' 4 mrad for /1. ~ p,r- to be compared with 0max "' 30 mrad 
for 11.~-pionic decays). 

The Ac-decays should be finally distinguished by the iden
tification of heavier decay products (including nuclear frag
ments) when measuring their rigidities in the magnetic field 
Mand determining their charges by a hodoscope (Cr) of charge 
detectors. The range distribution of decaying Ac -nuclei, ha
ving close velocities, is expected to be exponential with 
<r> "' 10 mm (in contrast with background As -decays which are 
practically uniformly distributed along a 30 mm path inside V). 

The recent microstrip facilities with 2-3 µm resoluti-
ons' 18

' 
19

' could provide an accuracy better. than 6.r "' 1 mm for 
the most triggered Ac-decay configuration. 

It seems to be reasonable to take W pA "' 10- 8 for Ac -yield 
in pA-interactions in order to obtain a crude estimation of 
•a data taking rate for Ac -events in ApAT collisions at 
170A GeV .• 

The following additional factors could be expected for• 
ApAT -interactions (supposing, e.g. ,for Ap = 131Xe and AT = 
= sGFe): 

- many nucleons of ~ effectively involved in AP AT inte
raction to produce 11.~(DY within the overlapped region:~ 20; 

*A possible background from unknown excited states could be eliminated 
in a similar way. 
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- more effective slowing down of A~(D)in a high density 
nuclear matter (with greater flucton concentration): ~ 10>':. 

This gives WAA ~ 2•10- 6 for Ac-formation per one XeFe-inte
raction. Other experimental conditions and appropriate factors 
are supposed to be: 

- a flux about 10 7 nuclei/burst (i.e., 5•10 6 nuclei/sec) 
in a beam of ~5 mm diameter (~5•10 4 nuclei per Si-strip); 

- a target ~2 mm Fe: ~ about 0.1 interaction length; 
- the decay factor for detected Ac's: ~ 0.2; 
- a fraction of A~-decays with 0 > 4 mrad (for As-discrimi-

nation): ~ 0.5; 
- the overall efficiency of detectors: ~ 0.5. 
These results for Ac -data taking rate: 

NAc = 2•10- 6 •10 7 •0.1·0.2•0.5•0.5 ~ 0.1, 

i.e., about 2•10 3 detected Ac-events for 100 hour run at SPS 
(CERN). 

Thus, the above considerations and preliminary performed 
estimations show that the proposed approach appears to make 
possible the search for charmed nuclei and investigation of 
their properties when heavier relativistic nuclei will be avai
lable at SPS (in 1993) and probably, at the future RHIC (BNL). 
Nevertheless the more detailed examination of this approach 
and tests of appropriate detectors in nuclear beams should be 
desirable to choose adequate experimental conditions for pro
posed investigations. 

The author wishes to dedicate this work to the memory 
of Hiroharu Bando, the prominent physicist with outstanding 
contributions to many problems of nuclear physics. His theore
tical treatment of hypothetical charmed nuclei has excited 
hopes for the existence of new flavor matter what has stimula
ted this work. 

I would like to express my deepest gratitude to M.Bando, 
M.Muraoka-Sano, T.Motoba, a.Miyamura for pleasant discussions 
and the cordial hospitality at Kyoto. 

Fruitful discussions with V.Lyuboshits, V.Lyukov, M.Podgo
retsky, N.Starkov, V.Tsarev. M.L.Likhachev, A.Poze and E.Tsy
ganov are greatly acknowledged as well. 

*This is a result of a guess if one keeps in mind that interaction on flue
tons (even in ordinary - not compressed - nuclear matter) could increase the 
·Ac-yield by a factor of 4,. 100 1 10 1 
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0KOHOB 3.0'. '. 
3KcnepHMeHTanbHble B03MO~HOCTH noHCKa 04apoaaHHblX 
Sl/lep B Sl/lp0-!1/lepHblX B3~HMOllE!'1CTBH!IX 

El-91-188 

npe/lnO~eH HOBbl'1 3KCnepHMeHTanbHbl'1 nOllXOll lln!I noHCK~ H HccnellOBaHH'1 04a
poaaHHblX !!Jlep, (Ac), o6pa3oBaHHblX npH B3aHMOlle'1CTBHH T!l~enblX pen!ITHBHCTCKHX 
!l/lep c ,6onee nerKHMH ,ffllPaMH. B 3TOM cny4ae A;.-6apHOH, o6pa30BaBWH'1CSI B Oil
HOM H3 MHOrHX HYKnoH-HyKnOHHblX B3aHMOlle'1CTBHH B o6naCTH nepeKpblTH!I Sl/lep 

: H 3aMejlnHBWH'1CSI, B ae111ecTBe · noBblUJeHH0'1 nnOTHOCTH, MO~eT 6b1Tb 3aXBa4eH ¢ipar
MeHTOM-cneKTaTopOM HaneTalOlljero Sl/lpa c ·06pa3oaaHHeM,04apoaaHHoro R/lpa; O~H
AaeTc!I, 4TO npH aTOM BblXOll Ac'."!l/lep 6ylleT 3Ha4HTenbHO ,BblUJ~, .4eM B pA-B3aH
MOlle'1CTBH!IX, a HX pacnallHble npo6erH /lOCTaT04HO 6onbWHMH llnSI Toro, 4T06bl: 
- Hcnonb30BaTb llOBOnbHO TOnCTble MHWeHH (HeCKOnbKO MM); _; npHMeHSITb jleTeKTO
Pbl An!! ,oT6opa TpHrrepoM cny4aea Ac-pacnallOB JToHKHe. Si-cTpHnb1); -; perncT- ·· 
pHpOBaTb Ac-pacnallbl B BaKYYMH0'1 nonOCTH, 4T06bl ycTpaHHTb ¢JOH OT B3aHMOlle'1-
CTBH'1 •. npoBelleHHOe paCCMOTpeHHe H npejlaapHTenbHble 04eHKH noKa3blBalOT ,,, 4TO 
npejlnaraeMble 3KcnepHMeHTbl MoryT 6b1Tb ocy111ecTBneHbl B !IJlepHblX ny4Kax SPS 
(LIEPH) H 6YllYlllero RHIC (6Hn). • ' 

Pa60T~ BblnOnHeHa B na6opaTOPHH BblCOKHX 3HeprH'1 O~H~. 

CoofoueHHe 06-1,e,[lHHeHHoro HHCTHT}'Ta RAepHblX HCCneAOBaHHH . .z:t,6Ha 1991 

Okonov E.O. 
Experimental Possibilities to Search for 
Charmed Nuclei in Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions 

El-91-188 

A ne~ experiment~l approach is proposed to search:for and to investigat 
charmed nuclei (Ac) formed in collisions of ultrarelativistic heavy nuclei 

,with lighter ones. In sue~ a case the A~-baryon produced in one of numerou 
nucl eon.:riuc 1 eon interactions wi t~i n the over 1 appe~ nuclei region and s 1 o-• 
wed down in high density matter,could be captured by the projectile frag
ment-spectator with Ac-nucleus formation. Therefore the Ac-Yi.e 1 d is ex-· 
pected to be considerably greater (than in pA interaction), and the decay 
ranges of Ac-nuclei .. wil 1 be . 1 ong enough: - to use rather a_ thick target 
(a few mm); - to ·employ detectors for Ac-event tr.iggering (e.g., thin Si-. 
strips); - to detect Ac-decays in a vacuum cavity in order to eliminate 
a background from interactions. Consideration and. preliminary estimations 
show that proposed.experiments appear to be accessible in nuclear beams 
at the SPS (CERN)and at the future RHIC (BNL). 

, The investigation· has· been performed at the L_aboratory of High Energies 
JINR. 
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